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Abstract
We merge the concept of methane venting tectonics and the old legend about
Surt, the giant of fire, living in the underground and having a burning sword.
Due to the tumbling and collisions between blocks thrown up in the air by the
explosive methane venting forces, ignition is likely to have set the methane on
fire; i.e. huge burning columns of tens to hundreds of metres height. Such
events occurred in east-central Sweden at about 3000 BP. The Bronze Age
people are likely to have understood it as Surt pushing up his sword of fire
from the underground. The legends of Surt, the Fenris Wolf, the Midgårds
Serpent and the Ragnarök apocalypse, all seem to owe their origins to the
violent geodynamic activity along the east-central part of Sweden at about
3000 BP. We may therefore speak about an ancient “Svenonian mythology”,
which precedes the Norse mythology of the Edda by about 2000 years.
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1. Introduction
Explosive methane venting in the crystalline bedrock was first reported by
Mörner (2003) and further discussed in subsequent papers (Mörner, 2011, 2013)
Because the explosive methane venting leads to extensive bedrock deformation,
the process became known as Methane Venting Tectonics (abbreviated MVT).
The first general presentation of the concept of Methane Venting Tectonics
came in 2017 (Mörner, 2017a, 2017b). So far, the work of the first author
(NAM).
The second author (CD) happened to come across the presentation of the
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MVT concept (Mörner, 2017a), and made an intuitive association with the action of the giant Surt in Nordic mythology. This led to the present study: the
merging of the two concepts.

2. Methane Venting Tectonics
Methane can occur in two stages in nature; as methane gas and as methane hydrate (also termed methane ice because it is a solid). The stage is defined by
temperature and pressure, and the boundary between the two stages is a phase
boundary. The volumetric change from hydrate to gas is as 1:168 (room temperature conditions), which implies that a sudden change from methane hydrate
in the subsurface to methane gas may generate explosive venting.
The conditions for accumulation of methane hydrate in crystalline bedrock in
Sweden are: 1) methane degassing (measured in drill-holes, (Mörner, 2011,
2017a) and observed as carbonate precipitates in the varved clay (Mörner, 2003,
2017b), 2) pre-existing fractures and voids in the rock (well recorded), 3) presence of water (in the fractures and voids), 4) a geothermal gradient allowing the
formation of methane hydrate (Figure 1a in Mörner, 2017a) and 5) major
changes in temperature and pressure in association with the waxing and waning
of ice caps of the Quaternary Ice Ages (Figure 1b in Mörner, 2017a). The sudden
transformation from solid methane hydrate (ice) to methane gas at a very much
increased volume forcing the gas to vent can be triggered by long-term changes
in temperature and pressure (glacial isostatic uplift) or by sudden pressure impulses from earthquakes Mörner, 2003; Figure 3 in Mörner, 2017a).

Figure 1. Site of methane venting tectonics at about 3000 BP (i.e. in the middle of
the Bronze Age) with minimum estimate of the height of the corresponding venting
gas columns. Heights of the flames may be up to 10 times higher, however.
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Mörner (p. 106 in Mörner, 2003, Figure 7 in Mörner, 2017a, Mörner, 2016a)
presented a model of methane venting tectonics, which illustrate the underground phase transition and the explosive gas venting forcing huge bedrock
blocks to be thrown up into a 20 - 25 m high cone of detached blocks. There are
also cases when the old glacially polished bedrock surface has been fractured
into loose dislocated blocks moved or thrown out of position due to ground
shaking and/or methane venting tectonics.
Methane venting tectonics (MVT) occurred frequently during the deglaciation
period when isostatic uplift changed the underground pressure and when paleoseismic activity was strong both in magnitude and frequency. Ten sites are described from Sweden and two from Finland from the deglacial time (Mörner,
2017a, 2017b). Four additional sites date from about 3000 BP (Figure 1), however, and will be discussed below.
Site 1 (Skålboberget) refers to a 20 m high cone of angular block torn out of
the original bedrock position (Mörner, 2003, 2017a, 2017b). The largest blocks
(on the order of hundreds of tons) are at the top of the cone. The venting of
methane is recorded in the incorporation of dead carbon in the C14-dates, and
C values indicating anaerobic oxidation of methane and iron sulphide reduc-

13

tion (Mörner, 2017a). The deformation generated a tsunami wave of a height of
about 12 m (Mörner, 2016b).
Site 2 (Tolan in Upplands-Väsby) refers to a heavily deformed glacially polished surface in glacially stoss-side position. Huge bedrock blocks were torn
loose and thrown up to 50 m away, landing on former beach material from the
time of emergence at about 5000 BP. The area seems struck both by seismic
ground shaking and methane venting tectonics. Besides, a high-amplitude tsunami wave invaded a nearby lake basin at about 3000 BP. When this site was investigated in 2018-2019, it occurred to one of us (NAM) that the blocks thrown
40 - 50 m away, must have generated sparks when landing on other blocks, and
those sparks might have ignited the methane gas. If so, the burning methane
would have taken the form of light columns coming out of the ground. So, when
the second author (CR) proposed the action of Surt, things fell together that the
burning methane column might be the burning sword of Surt. Many stones at
this site are scorched by fire. But it is impossible to know if this originates from
burning methane venting or from later action by people.
Site 3 (Marviken) refers to a fracture valley where faulting, earth sliding,
methane venting and a tsunami were recorded and dated at about 3000 BP
(Mörner, 2003, 2009, 2017a; Mörner & Strandberg, 2009). Methane venting tectonics was documented at 3 separate points (Figure 5 in Mörner, 2017a). The
valley sides are full of fracture marks and angular blocks (even a Bronze Age
grave mound was deformed). Therefore, it seems quite relevant that the origin of
the word “Marviken” originates from “mardher”, an ancient name for “fractured” going back to the late Bronze Age (Mörner & Strandberg, 2009).
Site 4 (Kvarnberget) refers to a 25 m high cone of huge angular blocks with
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gigantic blocks at the top (Mörner, 2017a, 2017b; Mörner & Sjöberg, 2011). The
shape, size and block organization was found (Figure 6 in Mörner, 2017a) to indicate “very strong venting forces concentrated to a venting tube (or chimney)”.
The deformation is linked to a huge delta at +15 m (p. 25 in Mörner, 2017b),
which implies an age of about 3000 BP.

3. Surt: The Giant of Fire
In the Nordic mythology, Surt was a giant and the ruler of fire (Figure 2). He
lived in the underground together with the other giants of fire. He had a sword
of fire, shining stronger than the Sun and being superior to all other weapons. At
the doomsday Ragnarök, Surt lead the giants of fire against the gods in Asgård.
The Sun and the Moon were devoured by wolves, the Fenris Wolf escaped
from his chains within the mountains, and the giant Midgård Serpent appeared
in the sea. The stars fell, the ground trembled violently from earthquakes and the
bedrock fractured into pieces—this was Ragnarök, the end of the World.
In the battle between the Gods and the giants and monsters, Surt swings his
sword that shines and sparks long distances.
According to Simek (2007), this legend is ancient, but became included in the
Norse mythology, when Iceland was settled by Norwegian Vikings and they experienced volcanism for the first time. Therefore, not until the discovery of explosive methane venting tectonics in Sweden (Mörner, 2003) was there any reasons to propose the interpretation here presented. The high paleoseismic activity
recorded in the Late Holocene (Mörner, 2003, 2009), however, lead to the proposal that the legend of the Fenris Wolf, in fact, originated from about 3000 BP
(Mörner, 2007).

Figure 2. The giant Surt of the underground with his gigantic sword
of fire (modified from classical illustration by J. C. Dollman).
DOI: 10.4236/ad.2020.83016
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4. Merging the Concept of Methane Venting Tectonics and
the Legend of Surt
The concept of methane venting tectonics is young; proposed in 2003 (Mörner,
2003) and presented as operating process in 2017 (Mörner, 2017a). The legend
of Surt is old. According to the Icelandic Edda (Sturlasson, 1220) it is a part of
the Asa Creed held by the Vikings.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the concept of methane venting
tectonics (Sites 1 - 4), and the proposed burning flames of methane
gas reaching high up in the air, by the locals understood in terms of
Surt pushing up his sword of fire from the underground.

According to others (Simek, 2007; Mörner, 2007; Scott Littleton, 1964) certain
parts of the proposed Asa Creed may, in fact, be much older. The legend about
the Fenris Wolf (shaking the mountains so that they fracture and collapse) has
been ascribed to the violent seismo-tectonics recorded in the Bronze Age
(Mörner, 2007). The Midgård Serpent occurs on a rock-carving from the Bronze
Age (point 5 in Figure 1) and must hence have a similar age (Mörner, 2020).
The legend about the end of the World (Ragnarök) seems to fit perfectly well
with the violent seismo-tectonics and methane venting tectonics observed at
about 3000 BP (Mörner, 2020). We now propose that the legend of Surt should
have a similar age and origin.
Surt was the leading fire-giant living in the underground. His sword was made
of fire. It was huge and frightening, and shining over long distances.
The methane venting at methane venting tectonics events implied “very
DOI: 10.4236/ad.2020.83016
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strong venting forces concentrated to a venting tube (or chimney)”. When
burning (due to stone-to-stone sparking), the columns (tubes or chimneys) must
have exceeded the cones high up in the sky like gigantic swords from the underground; a magnificent view but also a most frightening view (Figure 3). The interpretation of a giant pushing up his burning sword from the underground
seems very close and logical. This is our proposal, and it implies that even the legend of Surt emanates from actual earth processes dating back to about 3000 BP.

5. Conclusion
The legend of the giant Surt with his burning sword has an origin far older than
the Norse mythology of Viking time. We demonstrate that it originates from the
mid Bronze Age when violent methane venting tectonics occurred in east-central
Sweden at about 3000 BP.
When the huge pillar of explosive methane venting in flames emerged out of
the ground, it was understood in terms of a giant (which of course must be Surt)
sticking up his burning sword from the underground.
This means that the legend of Surt becomes 2000 years older than generally
assumed. But he is not alone; the Fenris Wolf (Mörner, 2007), the Midgård Serpent (Mörner, 2020) and the idea of Ragnarök (Mörner, 2007, 2020) are already
there.
Even if there might be similarities in old Indo-European mythology, what we
are talking about all go back to local people’s personal observations in the field
of events that occurred at 3000 BP in east-central Sweden, or what we generally
call “Svealand” (termed “Svenonian” by Tacitus, AD 79, and “Svitjod” in Icelandic sagas).
Therefore, it seems, we have to start speaking about “the Svenonian Mythology” originating in the violent geodynamic processes in the mid Bronze Age at
about 3000 BP.
By merging the legend of Surt with the concept of methane venting tectonics,
the idea that the tumbling of stones and block at the explosive venting may have
ignited the methane gas has become strongly supported; as illustrated in Figure
3.
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